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Romaine Lettuce: Freedom uh, Works  

 

thag[s]: no mistake h, federal I federal reports, outlines of function, criminology, recovery connaissance, 

humanitarianism, fire alerts 

for The Fictional VolunTier Project 

By Goura Fotadar 

date typed up: 2518 

 

   Thought / Wide Conception The Pay-felony: Instrument: component public payphones, work unpaid; 

no mystery. 

Reforming D.A.s and future Reforming D.A.s are treated without assistance.  

Non-reforming D.A.s are given their unearned benefits; leaching onto functional and soon to be 

functioning parts of a la societe.  

Factual theme: my things and not just mine; are tearing apart from the carrying of heavy work-related 

loads; that are used as sediments to compose work.  

Charge: No respect for the earning of work. 
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Consequence of Charge: you figure it out. 

Other theme: heads as rose buds 

Other a theme: I hate most roses.  

 

  For nearly a complete two years; I have been a on waiting list; for storage locker; free to save hold my 

work such belongings without theft.  

  In the process of this terrorism: [which one, uh]; the local “authorities” have stolen two libraries and 

almost three; all shelter provisions; and outside rest spots including rest spots even organized 

belongings; repeated parks, transportation systems, police vehicles; more police and militia uniforms 

and weapons, ticketing processes and non-criminal records, criminal immunities, served prison time i.e. 

also as of ; benefits of reforming criminals and non-criminals, college degrees in heresy; … and the list 

goes on; homeless and needy provision centers; handler interactions; reporting procedures, educational 

materials, emergency response …, church sponsorships … banquet benefits; and the naming of identities 

of others for themselves, qualifications for work jobs 

theme: this isn’t 1960; uniforms that say on them: cited: Top Gun, uh? are they confessing to have 

tortured cited: P.O.W. s 

Thinker Floats: What if all of these things especially the funding and building structures were from one 

private sponsor; with three levels of following sponsors; and almost none of as are reported to belong to 

false sponsors’ generous donations and efforts. For example what if every non-actually sponsoring body 

pretending to serve your donated? Food, was being moved around by your entropic effort; you having 

to lug their weight around along with all of your materials for countless hours per day; how would you 

charge that once you had confirmed proof of such mis-haven.  

For one accord, the obvious: you might have to move somebody’s body if they are at risk for unjustly 

harming another … and for another and as review: they can’t just steal all rights because they want to 

commit unjust harm; that’s just not how freedom,  

Uh, 

Works. 

 

On other news; at least me and my cousin are being stalked by one “librarian” nearly three hours away 

from that library who smiles arrogantly and with vice perturbing all domestics in his unjust stalking 

exhibition. He finds it humorous that anybody would complain about him stalking them for hours per 

day; and he pretends to read; though I know for sure he is illiterate. Though this is not the version of 

disadvantage resulting in long-term illiteracy; he is old very old. What if this weren’t exactly a personal 

luggage stalking only; what if, my cousin and I were at least cited: c.i.a. operatives; can you imagine how 
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idiotic the false bus-driver would look in defending the “librarian” while he works out of our properties 

without our consent; and then stalks us during our work transportation hours. Yes, the commute is 

really that long.  

The cited: o.c. thinks this is fabulous; they expect that operatives will keep paying their salaries; while 

they deny all those deserving including operatives anything they have earned in their own keepsake. 

Sure, donate your earnings; but they can’t have it all! First of all it’s not theirs. Second of all I never 

consented to their hiring.  

 

Do you think the “librarian” has more victims perhaps those that have been less fortunate and likely less 

vocal not escaping his wannabe pretention at being; cited: x marks the spot; and-or cited: deadly 

weapon zero.  

He along with so many others in “authority” roles around are worth seriously investigating.  

 

theme b: do you think romaine split apart with your ands the water drizzled to this friend; works best 

with that whitish creamish old cheeses variety more pepper please; or do you prefer it with another: 

cheese, … or and ?  

 

 


